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ABSTRACT
Numerical weather prediction is a computationally expensive task that requires not only
the numerical solution to a complex set of non-linear partial differential equations, but
also the creation of a parameterization scheme to estimate sub-grid scale phenomenon.
The proposed method is an alternative approach to developing a mesoscale
meteorological model – a modified recurrent convolutional neural network that learns to
simulate the solution to these equations.
Along with an appropriate time integration scheme and learning algorithm, this method
can be used to create multi-day forecasts for a large region. The learning method
presented is an extended form of Backpropagation Through Time for a recurrent
network with outputs that feed back through as inputs only after undergoing a fixed
transformation.
An initial implementation of this approach has been created that forecasts for 2,744
locations across the southeastern United States at 36 vertical levels of the atmosphere,
and 119,000 locations across the Atlantic Ocean at 39 vertical levels.

These models,

called LM3 and LOM, forecast wind speed, temperature, geopotential height, and
rainfall for weather forecasting and water current speed, temperature, and salinity for
ocean forecasting.
Experimental results show that the new approach is 3.6 times more efficient at
forecasting the ocean and 16 times more efficient at forecasting the atmosphere.
The new approach showed forecast skill by beating the accuracy of two models,
persistence and climatology, and was more accurate than the Navy NCOM model on
16 of the first 17 layers of the ocean below the surface (2 meters to 70 meters) for
forecasting salinity and 15 of the first 17 layers for forecasting temperature. The new
approach was also more accurate than the RAP model at forecasting wind speed on 7
layers, specific humidity on 7 layers, relative humidity on 6 layers, and temperature on
3 layers, with competitive results elsewhere.
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1 INTRO
ODUCTION
1.1 MOTIVATIONS
O
Every ho
our, a globall network of sensors pro
oduces a m ountain of ddata about tthe current sstate
of our occeans and atmosphere.
a

This data joins vast aarchives goinng back oveer a hundredd

years.
mand,
Weather forecasts are important to the energy industry for forecasting electrical power dem
to agriculture for crop planting and
a
harvest, event plannning, and many other inndustries. Inddeed,
our everyyday lives are impacted by the wea
ather.

Figure 1-0-1: A tornado outside Damm
mit, TX on June 2, 1995 (H
Harald Richter). Hurricane Mitch on Octobeer 26,
U Earth Scan Lab). Flooding
g caused by Hurricane
H
Wilmaa on October 2
24, 2005 (Maarc Averette). Snow
1998 (LSU
in Boston, MA on January 28, 2015 (AP/Elise
(
Ame
endola).

Ocean cu
urrent foreca
asts are esse
ential to offsshore oil prooduction [1].

Strong ocean currentts in

coastal Louisiana
L
cau
used by the periodic no
orthern migraation of the Loop Currennt caused
significantt disruption and downtim
me as recenttly as late 2
2014 [2, 3].

1

Figure 1-0-2: Surface water
w
current ve
elocity vector field of the Gullf of Mexico.

1.2 PROBLEM
R
STA
ATEMENT AN
ND OBJECTIV
VES
Given a horizontal m × n grid of
o v observa
ations on h vertical layeers at time t and
(optionally) t - Δt, calculate fo
orecasted futture values oof those v oobservations at times t +
p
integer greater th
han 0 and Δt is a timee step.
sΔt, where s is a positive
The objective of the present work is to propose a noveel method foor forecasting the oceann and
ere using a machine lea
arning approa
ach.
atmosphe

The pproposed meethod is useed to implem
ment

a full me
esoscale metteorological model that creates
c
foreccasts for a 56 x 49 x 37 region
centered over the so
outheastern United
U
Statess and an occean model that createss forecasts ffor a
egion of the Atlantic Oce
ean.
350 x 340 x 39 re
ning task is to learn to compute the partial deerivative of eeach variablee with respect to
The learn
time. This is coupled
d with a cen
ntered-in-tim
me time inteegration technnique to tim
me step everry
variable forward.
f
The recurrent portion of the netw
work refers to its repeatted application until a fforecast of the
desired le
ength is pro
oduced.
This is accomplished
a
me
by using a model similar to a coonvolutional nneural netwoork. The sam
learned weights
w
are used for all spatial positions in a ggiven layer of the modeel. This resuults
in a sign
nificant reducction in the number of weights
w
to learn, compaared to a fuully connecteed
network.
a efficient method
m
that is scalable and producces competitive predictionn
We want to create an
accuracy.

by carefullyy designing algorithms thhat are easiily parallelizeed.
This is accomplished
a

2

2

LITEERATURE REVIEW

2.1 NEURAL
E
NETW
WORKS
Artificial neural
n
netwo
orks, develop
ped by McC
Culloch and P
Pitts in 1943
3, are looseely modelled
after the biological neural networrks in our brains
b
[4].
connected
d by weightss.

They consist of a netw
work of neurons

The output of a ne
euron is the weighted suum of the innputs, follow
wed

by an acctivation funcction.

Figure 2-1: An artificial neuron compute
es the weighte
ed sum of the inputs, then ccomputes the ooutput using ann
activation function.

These ne
eurons can be
b connected
d into large multilayer nnetworks.

T
These netwoorks are usefful

because they are un
niversal appro
oximators – given sufficcient size annd training, tthey are ablle to
simulate any function
n [5].

ossible with the developpment of thee backpropaggation
Training large multilayer networkss became po
algorithm [6].

Train
ning deep networks can be precedeed by unsuppervised learnning to speeed

up subse
equent superrvised learnin
ng [7].

3

2.1.1 Backpropagation of Error
The Backpropagation Algorithm is essential to training neural networks.

It computes how the

values of the weights should change to minimize the error using gradient descent.
We compute error at the output as [5]:
Error =

1
2

(t − y )

2-1

Where t is the kth target value, y is the kth output value, and n is the number of outputs.
We can compute the error at the output as [6]:
δ

= (t − y )y (1 − y )

2-2

And the weight update for the output layer [6]:
2-3

w = w + ηδ a
Where w is the weight between the jth hidden neuron and the kth output neuron, a
th

the activation of the j

is

hidden neuron, and η is the learning rate.

Additionally, we can compute the error at the hidden layer as [6]:
δ = a (1 − a )

w δ

2-4

And the weight update for the hidden layer [6]:
w = w + ηδ x
Where w

2-5

is the weight between the ith input node and jth node of the hidden layer, and

x is the ith input.

2.1.2 Recurrent Neural Networks
A recurrent neural network simply means that the network has outputs that are fed back as
inputs.

These outputs may either be the output of the entire network, or they could be the

output of a hidden layer.

4

Figure 2-2
2: A recurrent neural networkk where the ou
utput of the hiddden neuron iss fed back as an input to thhe
same neuro
on.

The backkwards loopss in a recurrent networkk can be rem
moved by uunrolling the network.
Although it then appears to be a regular de
eep network,, the weightts of every instance of the
network are
a identical..

Figure 2-3
3: On the left, a recurrent ne
etwork unrolled. This represe nts Forward Prropagation Throough Time. Onn the
right, the backwards
b
prop
pagation of erro
or through the same network..

Backpropa
agation Thro
ough Time in
nvolves unfolding the neetwork in tim
me until all ccycles are
removed, then applyiing normal backpropagat
b
tion [5].

5

2.1.3 Deep
D
Learnin
ng
Deep lea
arning is a broad
b
catego
ory of learnin
ng methods that involvee the use off networks w
with
large num
mber of laye
ers of hidden
n nodes.

This
T
encomppasses Long Short Term
m Memory,

Autoencod
der networkss, and Convvolutional Ne
eural Networkks.
2.1.3.1

Autoencoderr Networks

Autoencod
der networkss, or auto-a
associative networks, usee unsupervissed learning to compute a
lower dim
mensional rep
presentation of the inputt data. This is accomplished by coonstructing a
network with
w
the sam
me number of
o outputs as
a inputs, feewer hidden nodes than input nodess,
and targe
et values the
e same as the input va
alues.

This network arcchitecture waas first desccribed

by Rume
elhart et al in
i 1986 [8].

Figure 2-4
4: An autoenco
oder network.

Normal backpropagati
b
ion can be used to train the netwoork. After traaining the neetwork, the
output layyer is removved from the
e network. This
T
leaves two layers – the input layer and tthe
hidden la
ayer. The ou
utput of the hidden laye
er is the low
wer dimensioonal represenntation of thee
input data
a.
2.1.3.2

Convolutiona
al Neural Ne
etworks

onal neural networks (C
CNNs) are modelled aftter the visuaal cortex’s loocal perceptive
Convolutio
fields and
d deep neurral networks for object recognition
r
aand classificaation. This w
work began with
Fukushima’s Neocogn
nitron in 198
80 [9] and was improvved by LeCuun in 1998 [10] and
Behnke in 2003 [11].
CNNs are
e typically organized
o
into
o alternating convolution al layers folllowed by m
maxpooling
(subsampling) layerss.

These layers are fin
nally followe d by one oor more fullyy connected

layers.

6

Figure 2-5
5: A convolutional neural netw
work, similar to
o LeNet-5 [10
0], used for obbject recognitionn in images.

Convolutio
onal layers are compose
ed of a set of learned convolution kernels thatt are appliedd to
the outpu
ut of the pre
evious layer..

Because these kerneels are small sets of weeights applieed

repeatedlyy across the
e entire imag
ge, the num
mber of weigghts to learnn is very sm
mall, especially
compared
d to a fully connected network.
n

Figure 2-6
6: An example of a convolutiion followed byy a maxpoolingg operation.

Figure 2-6 shows an example of
o a convolu
ution kernel applied to aan input imaage.

The ffirst

pixel of the
t
convolute
ed image is 150. This is computedd using the input imagee and convolution
kernel ass a weighted
d sum… 0×1+4×2+8×5+
+8×3+3×7+3 ×-1+3×2+9××6+1×0.
Maxpoolin
ng accomplisshes downsa
ampling by dividing
d
the image into rregions, thenn taking thee
maximum value from each region
n.

A 2x2 maxpool effeectively reduuces the sizee of the feaature

map by 75%.
Because a maxpoolin
ng operation produces th
he same output no mattter where inn the region the
max valu
ue was found
d, a cascad
de of several maxpoolingg operations provides soome limited shift
invariance
e [10].

7

Figure 2-7
7: An example of a 2x2 maxxpooling compu
utation. The i mage is split iinto 2x2 regionns, and the
maximum value
v
from eacch region is saved. This ressults in an outtput image thatt is ¼ the sizee of the originnal.

Several alternating
a
co
onvolution an
nd maxpoolin
ng layers prroduce a larrge number of small feaature
maps.

These
T
small feature map
ps are fed into a fully connected nneural netwoork.

While a 32x32 inputt image from
m the MNIST
T handwrittenn digit databbase with 10
00 hidden uunits
and 10 output
o
nodess would requ
uire 103,400
0 weights foor a fully coonnected netw
work, a
convolutio
onal layer with 100 5x5 kernels wo
ould only reqquire 2,500 weights.

E
Even with 10
0

such laye
ers and a fu
ully connecte
ed layer with
h 1000 hiddden nodes aand 10 outpuut nodes at the
end, the CNN would
d only requirre 35,000 le
earned weights.

Due tto the actionn of the maaxpool

layers, th
he number of
o weights actually required much loower.
Additionallly, it is com
mmon to use
e a ReLU (rectified lineear unit) acctivation funcction insteadd of
sigmoid or
o hyperbolicc tangent be
ecause of the significantlly faster leaarning rate [12]:
f(a) = max(0, a))

2-6

2.1.4 Neural
N
Networks for Forrecasting Weather
W
2.1.4.1

Single locatiion models

Zakerinia et al. deve
eloped a neu
ural network to create a wind foreccast for a siingle site ussing
3 inputs, 20 hidden nodes, and
d 1 output node
n
that reppresented thhe 1 hour w
wind forecast
[13]. Co
orne et al. also
a
developed a neural network to forecast wind speed foor a single ssite,
but used 7 input variables (cloud cover, humidity, presssure, tempeerature, visibbility, wind sspeed,

8

and wind direction) for the single site. They tested using the 7 variables as inputs, the 7
variables plus 7 more from an hour before, and the 7 variables plus their 1 hour deltas [14].
Abdel-Aal et al. used abductive networks to create a 24-hour hourly temperature forecast.
The inputs to the network were temperatures for the 24 previous hours, minimum and
maximum temperature for the previous day, and the minimum and maximum forecasted
temperature. The output is the temperature for a given hour on the following day [15].
Abistado et al created a forecast for a single location (PAG-ASA Mactan-Cebu Station)
using mean dew point, minimum temperature, mean temperature, mean humidity, rainfall, mean
wind speed, prevailing wind direction, mean cloudiness, month of year, day of month, and
mean pressure as inputs.

The output was tomorrow’s temperature, humidity, and amount of

rainfall [16].
Mao et al created a 24 hour wind power forecast using a neural network with wind speed,
wind direction, temperature, humidity, and pressure as inputs [17].
El-Feghi et al used radial basis functions to forecast temperature for a single location
(Misrata, Libya). They used humidity, dew point, wind speed, wind direction, and pressure
as inputs [18].
Raza and Jothiprakash used data for a single location (Tirunelveli, Tamil Nadu, India) to
train a neural network to predict tomorrow’s maximum temperature, minimum temperature,
humidity, wind speed, sunshine duration, dew point, and evaporation.

Their model takes

these 7 variables for today and predicts the value of these variables tomorrow [19].
Hayati and Mohela used data from a single site (Kermanshah, Iran) to produce a one-day
forecast for tomorrow’s high temperature.

They used wind, humidity, wet bulb temperature,

dry bulb temperature, pressure, sunshine, and radiation as input [20].
Nurcahyo et al predicted rainfall for a single location (Kemayoran Jakarta) using temperature,
wind speed, sunshine duration, pressure, humidity, and previous day rainfall as input [21].
Baboo and Shereef used data for a single site (Chhatrapati Shivaji International Airport).
The used pressure, temperature, humidity, wind velocity, and wind direction as inputs [22].
There have been many attempts to create neural networks to forecast weather for a single
location.

However, none of these approaches take into account spatial information, and

therefore cannot account for advection and the movement of cyclones and frontal boundaries.
For this reason, they have limited use.
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2.1.4.2

Multiple location models

There are very few studies that include multiple locations.

Collins and Tissot trained 286

neural networks to detect the presence of thunderstorms on a 14x23 grid [23].

Each neural

network predicted the presence of a thunderstorm within one box.
This previous work is different from the proposed method in that the former trains a different
network for every grid point, where the latter uses the same trained network for every grid
point on a given layer.

This represents a significant reduction in the number of weights.

Additionally, Collins and Tissot’s work downscales output from the Eta model.

The present

work predicts the future values of the input variables.

2.2 NOISY DATA, DATA ASSIMILATION, AND KALMAN FILTER
Sensor data is noisy. Many algorithms, such as Barnes [24] and Cressman [25] analysis
have been developed to solve this problem. These schemes use successive corrections across
multiple passes to converge on an estimated denoised grid by applying differing weights to
observations of different distances from grid points.
Alternately, if we have a series of data that is observed over time, a Kalman filter [26] may
be more appropriate. This is actually how our initialization data is produced by NCEP. Our
initialization data is actually a weighted average of a previous forecast plus any new
observations [27]. However, because the initialization data is a weighted average of the
previous forecast and new data, it’s also biased toward the previous forecast and therefore
cannot be used to produce an accurate representation of model error [27].
All data used in the experiments described in the present work have already been previously
heavily filtered and denoised. Therefore, noise is not considered.

2.3 CHOICE OF NEURAL NETWORK OR GENETIC ALGORITHM FOR LEARNING
Choosing which machine learning technique to apply to a given problem is difficult. For the
present work of forecasting the ocean and weather, a neural network architecture with
backpropagation was chosen.
There are a few ways a genetic algorithm could conceivably be used to solve the same
problem. If the governing equations for forecasting the atmosphere could be described by a
string/chromosome, then a genetic algorithm could be used to optimize the system. However,
describing all the necessary equations as chromosomes would be difficult.
Alternately, a neural network could be used with weights that are learned using a genetic
algorithm. However, since we can calculate the error gradient and update the weights using
gradient descent, it’s better to use backpropagation than a genetic algorithm for optimization.
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Genetic algorithms are better used when no gradient can be calculated and only a fitness
value can be calculated.

2.4 NUMERICAL WEATHER PREDICTION
Numerical Weather Prediction has a long history, beginning with Vilhelm Bjerknes’ equations
(1904) and Lewis Fry Richardson’s failed forecast for May 10, 1910 (1922) in which he
computed the entire forecast by hand using his finite difference method and a simplified
version of Bjerknes’ equations [28].
It’s a computationally expensive task that requires not only the numerical solution to a complex
set of non-linear partial differential equations (PDEs), but also the creation of a
parameterization scheme to estimate sub-grid scale phenomenon [29].
Models such as the NCEP’s RAP (Rapid Refresh) and HRRR (High Resolution Rapid
Refresh) model use this technique to generate forecasts.

2.4.1 The Primitive Equations
The Primitive Equations are a set of non-linear partial differential equations that govern
atmospheric physics.

A variation of these equations for the backbone of a modern dynamical

numerical weather prediction model.
Horizontal motion equations [29]:
∂u
∂u
∂u
∂ϕ
∂u
= −u − v − ω + fv −
+F
∂t
∂x
∂p
∂x
∂y

2-7

∂v
∂v
∂ϕ
∂v
∂v
= −u − v − ω − fv −
+F
∂y
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂p

2-8

Thermodynamic temperature equation [29]:
∂v
RT ∂T
H
∂T
∂v
= −u − v + ω
−
+
C p ∂P
C
∂t
∂t
∂t

2-9

Conservation of moisture equation [29]:
∂q
∂q
∂q
∂q
= −u − v − ω + E − P
∂x
∂p
∂t
∂y
Conservation of mass (continuity equation) [29]:
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2-10

∂u ∂v ∂w
+ +
=0
∂x ∂y ∂p

2-11

RT
∂ϕ
=−
p
∂p

2-12

Hydrostatic equation [29]:

Table 2-1: List of variables and their meaning.

Variable
u
v
ω
T
q
ϕ
p

Meaning
East-West Component of the Wind
North-South Component of the Wind
Vertical Velocity
Temperature
Specific Humidity
Geopotential Height
Pressure

These equations are not complete without an additional set of equations (parameterizations)
to estimate the value of F , F , H, E, and P.
directions, heat, evaporation, and precipitation.

These correspond to friction in the x and y
The heating term corresponds to heating due

to incoming solar radiation, outgoing terrestrial radiation, latent heat of condensation, latent
heat of vaporization, and latent heat of fusion.

2.4.2 Finite Difference Methods
The primitive equations contain many spatial derivatives.

These are partial derivatives with

respect to the east-west and north-south grid coordinates x and y.

They are computed

numerically using a centered finite difference scheme:
∂T
T
=
∂x
∂T
T,
=
∂y

,

−T
2
− T,
2

,

This process is similar to an edge detection convolution kernel that detect vertical and
horizontal edges, respectively.
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2-13
2-14

2.4.3 Time Integration
The learning task of our recurrent convolutional neural network is to learn to compute the
partial derivative of each variable with respect to time. For temperature, this would be

.

Once this is known, we can time step forward to get the next value of T:
T = T + Δt
T

=T

∂T
∂t

+ 2 × Δt

2-15
∂T
∂t

2-16

The first formula is a forward integration technique, while the second is a centered-in-time
technique, or leapfrog. While we could use the first one for every time step, errors quickly
ruin the forecast unless a very small time step is used [29]. It was confirmed experimentally
(as part of the present work) with a 15 second time step that the forward integration
technique underperforms the leapfrog scheme using only a 5-minute time step. For this
reason, we only use the forward scheme in the first time step to get the leapfrog scheme
started.

2.4.4 The CFL Condition
We are using 20km resolution input data and 1 hour later target values. Ideally, we would
take that input data and create a 1 hour forecast. However, it was discovered by Courant,
Friedrichs, and Lewy that forecast stability is a function of grid resolution, time step, and
velocity [30].
C=

u

Δt
∆x

≤C

2-17

The ideal value of Cmax depends on many factors, including the system solution method. For
our purposes, we’ll take it to be equal to 1. This means that with a 1-hour time step and
20 km grid spacing, the maximum wind velocity we can simulate without the simulation
becoming unstable is approximately 5.5 m/s or 12 mph. This is much lower than the typical
maximum wind speed, even at the surface. Jet streams and cyclones can have wind speeds
that exceed 150 mph.
If we change our time step to 6 minutes and keep the same grid spacing, we can simulate
wind speeds up to 55.5 m/s, or 124 mph. This necessarily smaller time step makes
designing our system much more difficult because we don’t have target values for only 6
minute later. It also means that the forecast system must run for 10 iterations in order to
create a 1 hour forecast, increasing computation time by a factor of 10.
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For reference, the RAP model uses a 1-minute time step. This allows for very high wind
speeds in a very stable model.

2.4.5 Parameterization Schemes
Parameterization schemes are used to estimate sub-grid scales phenomena that can’t be
directly simulated [31].

Krasnopolsky et al. replaced the shortwave and longwave atmospheric

radiation parameterization schemes of the NCAR CAM-2 model with a neural network. The
network proved to be a fast and accurate replacement and resulted in a 50-80 times faster
computation of the radiation parameterization [32].

2.4.6 Rapid Refresh (RAP) Model and the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)
Model
The NCEP RAP model is a specially configured version of the WRF model.

It’s setup to

create an 18 hour forecast for the continental United States in 1 hour increments.
It uses WRF version 3.6.1 with ARW Core. The physic suite includes Grell-G3 convection,
Thompson/NCAR microphysics, RRTM longwave radiation, Goddard shortwave radiation, MYNNOlson turbulent mixing, and RUC-Smirnova land-surface model [33].
NCEP runs three versions of the RAP model, at 20km, 13km, and 3km resolutions.

2.5 PARALLELIZATION AND SCALABILITY
2.5.1 Motivations
Forecasting is a very time-sensitive task.

Even if a forecast is 100% accurate, it’s useless if

the forecast takes too long to produce.
Advances in accuracy come with increased model resolution.

Unfortunately, halving the

resolution increases the number of grid points, and therefore computation time, by a factor of
four.

In accordance with the CFL condition (section 2.2.4), a decrease in spatial resolution

also necessitates a decrease in time step.

This further increases the computational complexity.

In order to quickly produce a forecast for a larger region, we must introduce parallelism.

2.5.2 OpenMP
OpenMP is a framework for creating parallel code on a single machine by spreading
computation across processors.

This is done by adding #pragma preprocessor directives to

the code. For instance:
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Matrix<f
float> tra
anspose(Mat
trix<float
t> m){
Matr
rix<float>
> m2(m.cols
s, m.rows);
#pra
agma omp parallel
p
fo
or
for(
(int i = 0;
0 i < m.ro
ows; i++)
for(int j = 0; j < m.cols; j++)
j
m2[j]
][i] = m[i]
][j];
retu
urn m2;
}

The code
e above com
mputes the transpose
t
of a matrix.
command
d.
available.

Line 3 conntains the #pragma OpeenMP

This line
e simply spre
eads the wo
ork of the foor loop acrooss as manyy processors as
In this exxample, each processor will computte the transppose of a roow.

Becausse

there are
e no depend
dencies betwe
een loop ite
erations, the output of thhe parallel vversion is thhe
same as the output of the sequ
uential versio
on.
n operations..
It’s also possible to do reduction

The codee below com
mputes the ssum of all

elements of a matrixx:
float su
um(Matrix<
<T> m){
floa
at sum = 0;
0
#pra
agma omp parallel
p
fo
or reducti
ion (+ : su
um)
for(
(int i = 0;
0 i < m.ro
ows; i++)
for(int j = 0; j < m.cols; j++)
j
sum +=
+ m.data[i
i*m.cols+j
j];
retu
urn sum;
}

Line 3 of
o this code specifies tha
at OpenMP should be uused to paraallelize this loop, that eeach
processorr should havve its own separate
s
variable named sum, and that the redduction operaator
should be
e + (summ
mation).

Aftter the loop, all the difffferent valuess for sum aare added

together and executio
on resumes just as if th
he code hadd been execcuted sequenntially.

Figure 2-8
8: Above is a 4x4 grid. A single
s
processorr could computte the forecast for all 16 loccations, or 4
processors could be used
d in parallel to each compute
e one of the ffour quadrants. This would leead to a 75%
reduction in
n computation time.
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Part of writing the neural network and backpropagation code involved writing a library for
efficient matrix math operations.

Adding OpenMP to the matrix library significantly improved

performance.

2.6 SUMMARY
Previous work in this direction has been focused mainly on either forecasting weather variables
for a single location and learn using inputs from only that site, or focused on creating a
hybrid dynamic climate model by applying machine learning to the parameterization scheme.
The former ignores the important spatial component that is available and essential to a
successful forecast, while the latter hybrid model only partially relies on machine learning. For
this reason, the method proposed is a generalized recurrent convolutional differentiationintegration neural network that utilizes both spatial and temporal information to generate a
forecast for a wide region. Instead of developing a hybrid model, the method almost
exclusively relies on learning with limited domain knowledge.
The learning method presented is an extended form of Backpropagation Through Time for a
recurrent network with outputs that feed back through as inputs only after undergoing a fixed
transformation.
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METTHODOLOGY
Y

3

3.1 INTTRODUCTION
N
In this chapter, we introduce the
e new conce
epts we havve developedd.

In particcular, we

introduce the Differen
ntiation-Integration Time Step Netwoork and discuss how to train it andd
parallelize
e it to speed
d up compu
utation.

3.2 DIFFFERENTIATTION-INTEG
GRATION TIM
ME STEP NE
ETWORK
3.2.1 DITS
D
Networrk Architectu
ure
A Differentiation-Integ
gration Time Step (DITS
S) Network is a netwoork composedd of two paarts –
a traditional neural network
n
layerr, and a we
eighted summ
mation layer..

Figure 3-1: A Forward In
ntegration DITS
S Network

The ne
eural networkk in the left half of Figure 3-1 is used to com
mpute the time derivativves
(

an
nd

) of th
he input variiables.

The
e weighted ssummation oon the right forward

integrattes the input variables to
t the next time step.

Figure 3-2
2: A Centered-In-Time DITS Network
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This corressponds to thhe equation 2-14.

Figure 3-2 depicts a centered-in-time (leapfrog) DITS network, which corresponds to
equation 2-14.

This architecture produces a significant increase in numerical stability and

accuracy over Figure 3-1.

The main difference is the addition of Xt-1 and Yt-1 as inputs and

the time step coefficient change from ∆t to 2∆t.

3.2.2 Backpropagation of Error
Error is computed at the output of the network.

To back propagate error through Figure 4,

let’s look at the equation in the second half:
X = X + Δt

Error in X
state X

can be attributed to two sources, X

∂X
∂t

3-1

and Δt

.

If we assume that the initial

is accurate, all error comes from the second half of the equation.

so all error comes from

.

Δt is a constant,

Therefore, the error we back propagate through the neural

network in the left side of the DITS network is

.

This is done using the standard

backpropagation network.

3.3 RECURRENT CONVOLUTIONAL DITS NETWORK
3.3.1 Motivations
While an ordinary DITS network is appropriate for a single time step, a recurrent version is
needed for forecasting multiple time steps into the future.

The convolutional portion refers to

using a single set of weights across the entire input to create a feature map.
instance, the feature map is a 2D map of time derivatives.

In this

This allows us to incorporate

spatial information.

3.3.2 Network Architecture
This type of network is conceptually similar to a convolutional neural network.
consist of alternating convolution and maxpooling layers.
convolution and integration layers.

CNNs typically

This network consists of alternating

However, the ‘convolution kernel’ is a 3-layer neural

network instead of a traditional n x n set of weights.
networks can be used as universal approximators.
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This is done because multilayer neural

Figure 3-3
3: A Recurrent Convolutional DITS Network. On the left, each plane represents a 2D input variable,, such
as tempera
ature, humidity, or geopotentia
al height. In th
he center we hhave the derivaatives of each of the input
variables with
w
respect to time. At the end,
e
we have the output varriables one timee-step in the future.

The key assumption is that foreccasting is lo
ocation shift invariant.

The same pphysics applyy

everywhere, so the learned
l
convvolutional we
eights apply to the entiree image.

T
This represents a

significantt reduction in the number of weightts that mustt be learnedd.

Figure 3-4
4: Two applicattions of the Re
ecurrent Convolutional DITS N
Network from F
Figure 3-3 unrrolled to show a
forecast two time steps into the future.

Just as the
t
applicatio
on of a con
nvolution kern
nel to an im
mage in a C
CNN producees a featuree
map, the
e application of the sharred weight neural
n
network across ouur input produces a maap of
time derivvatives.

3.3.3 Backpropaga
B
ation of Erro
or in Time
First, we unroll the network to remove
r
loops.
network.

Let’s look at the equa
ation driving the time inntegration in Figure 3-3:
X

Error in X

mputed at thhe output of the
Again, error is com

= X + Δt

can be
e attributed to error in X and Δt

e cannot asssume the error in X iss 0.
3.2.1, we
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∂
∂X
∂
∂t

3-2

.

Unlike the non-reccurrent in Seection

Therefore
e, we must come up wiith a rule to
o attribute a portion of the error to each in terms
of the errror in the output,
o
which
h is known:
Error
Error

= λ Error
= (1 − λ) Errror

3-4

0≤λ≤1

3-5

The para
ameter λ can
n decay exp
ponentially with
w
time.
X

3-3

Inn the last aapplication (going backw
ward),

should be assum
med to be acccurate and therefore λ is 0.

Thiss is equivaleent to the

method used
u
in Secttion 3.1.2.
For instance:

Figure 3-5
5: Three appliccations of a DITS network with a varying laambda.

Above, we
w have 3 applications
a
of a DITS network
n
to fforecast valuues for X1, Y1, X2, Y2, X3,
Y3, given
n initial value
es Xt=0, Yt=00.
If error in the outputt (Error ) is 10 and λ is 0.9, then:
Error

= 0.9(10) = 9

3-6

= (1 − 0.9
9)(10)

3-7

Error

If Error

is 1, th
hen because
e Δt is a co
onstant:
Error

This valu
ue Error

=

1
Error
Δt

3-8

is the error backpropagated throughh the third aapplication oof the networrk

using the
e standard backpropagati
b
ion algorithm
m.

For the second appplication of the network:
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Error
Error

= 0.9(9) = 8.1

3-9

= (1 − 0.9)(9
9) = 0.9

3-10

And for the first app
plication, whe
ere λ is alw
ways 0:
Error
Error

= 0(8.1) = 0

3-11

= (1 − 0)(8.1
1) = 8.1

3-12

me step sizee during training, where
This can be coupled with a progressive reduction in tim
b
with the
t
time ste
ep equal to 1 hour.
training begins

Thhis can be progressivelyy reduced too 30

minutes, 20 minutes, 15 minutess, 12 minute
es, 10 minuutes, where each of theese phases iis as
described above.

3.4 PARALLELIZAT
A
TION
3.4.1 Spatial
S
Deco
omposition
Performan
nce of the forward
f
prop
pagation phasse is the m
most importannt aspect of the system
because that’s where
e most of th
he work occurs in the eeveryday runnning of the system.
opagation portion is no longer used..
training iss complete, the backpro

O
Once

However,, the forwardd

propagatio
on phase is used everyy single time
e a forecast is created.
We use OpenMP to parallelize the
t
implemen
ntation in orrder to speeed up the coomputation ttime.

Figure 3-6
6 Spatial decom
mposition for pa
arallelization
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The grid is broken down
d
in a manner
m
similar to Figuree 3-6.

Beccause the w
work of

forecasting for each location inde
ependent of forecasting for other loccations, it ccan be allocaated
to a poo
ol of threads on different processorss to do the work in parrallel.

Everyy processor (or

core) will be given a subgrid (A,
(
B, C, or
o D) to prrocess.

3.4.2 Pipelined
P
Fo
orward-Backkpropagatio
on Through Time
Training a neural network is a sequential
s
prrocess.
weights, you have to
o back propa
agate the error.

Beffore you cann update thee network’s
Beforee you can ccompute the error, you have

to forward propagate sample input through the
t
network to compute its output.
This proccess is espe
ecially eviden
nt in deep recurrent
r
neuural networkss.

No learnning can bee

done until the inputs propagate through all the layers too the outputt.

For a reecurrent netw
work,

gation throug
gh time.
this also involves forrward propag

Figure 3-7
7: Forward propagation followe
ed by backwarrd propagation through a netw
work with threee layers, or a
network reccurrently applied
d three times.

Figure 3-6 shows th
he forward propagation
p
followed
f
by back propaggation througgh a networkk
with three
e layers on a single machine (Nod
de A) with no parallelissm. It takess 6 time steeps
before all the weightts get updated and the next round can begin.
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Figure 3-8
8: Pipelined forrward and backkward propagation across threee machines.

Figure 3-7 shows a pipelined version.
v
machines.

Here, the learnning task is spread acrooss three

Each ma
achine is entirely focused
d on one laayer of the network, or one applicaation

urrent network.
of a recu

While iti takes 4 tiime steps until the pipeeline is full, once it fills it

completess a full forw
ward-backwarrd propagatio
on every othher time steep.
For recurrrent applicattions of the same netwo
ork, a differrent learning rate could be used onn
each macchine.

Thiss can be se
een at the bottom
b
of Figgure 3-7.

This method has the
e disadvantag
ge of significcant data traansfer overhhead.
spatial de
ecomposition approach iss preferred.
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For tthis reason, the

4

CASSE STUDY: OCEAN MODELLING
O

4.1 INTTRODUCTION
N
This chap
pter describe
es an implem
mentation of an ocean model using the proposed methodollogy.
In this in
nstance, we have the current valuess of all vari ables (tempperature, salinity, and
velocity in u and v directions) at t=0 on a 350 x 34
40 x 39 gridd, and the estimated grround
truth valu
ues 3 hours later.

4.2 MOTIVATION
O
The Loop
p Current is a warm wa
ater current that flows innto the Gulff of Mexico through thee
Yucatan Channel (between the Yucatan Pen
ninsula and Cuba) and back out tthrough the
Florida Straits
S
(betw
ween Cuba and
a
Florida).

Figure 4-1: Surface wate
er current veloccity vector field of the Gulf oof Mexico. Thee Loop Current is the dominaating
alf of the Gulf. Data provided
d by CCAR annd Dr. Robert Leben.
feature in the Eastern ha

The Loop
p Current is the domina
ant feature in
n the easterrn Gulf of M
Mexico.

Thee current sloowly

extends further
f
and further
f
north towards the
e northern G
Gulf coast oover a periodd of 6 to 18
months [2].
[

Eventu
ually, the cu
urrent short circuits and changes to a far moree southerly
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course, leaving the northern
n
porttion to form a warm coore eddy.

T
This newly fformed eddyy

slowly drifts to the west
w
until it encounters friction from the Texas coast and ddissipates.

Figure 4-2
2: On the left, a typical wate
er current imag
ge of the Loopp Current in thhe Gulf of Mexxico. On the right, a
very erraticc Loop Current extends signifficantly further north. Data proovided by CCA
AR and Dr. Roobert Leben.

Occasiona
ally, this pro
ocess can cause significcant currentss of up to 5 knots to eencounter deeep
water oil drilling rigs off the coa
ast of Louisiana.
downtime and can cause significcant damage.

Such occurrencess necessarilyy result in

This hass happened as recently as late last year

[3].
Additionallly, it has been
b
found that
t
hurricane
es that traveerse over thhe Loop Currrent, or warm
core eddies, tend to quickly stre
engthen into powerful stoorms.

How
wever, hurricaanes that paass

over cold
d core fronta
al eddies ten
nd to weake
en [34].
For these
e reasons, forecasting
f
th
his current and
a
other likke it would be very useeful.

4.3 LO
OM: LEARNE
ED OCEAN MODEL
4.3.1 In
ntroduction
The prop
posed method
d was imple
emented in Python
P
and C++. All neeural networrk code was
written byy the authorr specifically for this tassk. The expeeriment was run on a llaptop with a
2.4GHz Intel Core i5
5-6300U prrocessor and
d 8GB RAM . Training tiime was lim
mited to 1-daay
Because wateer
total for all networks, but could be allowed to run longger for reducced error. B
( and v co
omponents), temperature
e, and saliniity was forecast on 39 levels of thhe
current (u
ocean, th
his required training 156
6 different ne
etworks.

4.3.2 Data
D
The netw
work was tra
ained using the
t
input da
ata sets to tthe Navy Cooastal Oceann Model
(NCOM)
) for March 1, 10, and 20th of 2016, and validated againnst March 15
5th.
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The NCO
OM model ovver the Ame
erican Medite
erranean Seaa is run daily out to 96 hours in 3
hour intervals on an 814x1294 grid
g
with a 3km horizonntal resolution and 40 vvertical levelss
with deptth coordinate
es from 0m to 5000m. Data includdes temperatture, water ccurrent
speed/dirrection, temp
perature, and
d salinity forr the entire water colum
mn. This datta can be
downloaded from NC
CEP [33].
earned netwo
ork is applie
ed to every grid point aat a given ddepth to creeate
Because the same le
a forecasst, interaction
n with land therefore ne
eeds to be ttaken into aaccount. Thiss effect is
reduced by selecting a 350x340
0 sub-grid over
o
the Atlaantic Ocean..
Training and validatio
on data was generated by computinng input dataa for every grid point aand
generating
g target valu
ues for a 3 hour foreca
ast by usingg the output files for thee NCOM moodel
for 3 hours later.

Figure 4-3
3: NCOM inputt data depicting
g water currentt velocity for thhe Caribbean S
Sea and Gulf of Mexico.

4.3.3 Architecture
A
The architecture is id
dentical to th
hat of Figure
e 5-2, exceept that the only input variables aree
ure, salinity, and the wa
ater current in the u (eeast-west) and v (norrth-south)
temperatu
directions.
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4.4 ANALYSIS
N
Error wass measured as the Mea
an Absolute Error (MAE
E):
=

−

4-1

ated by the proposed ap
pproach weree compared to forecastss generated by
The foreccasts genera
the NCOM model, persistence, and
a
climatolo
ogy. The MA
AE of the 1 hour forecaast generateed by
each mod
del is calcullated for the
e same 350 x 340 x 3
39 sub-grid..

4.5 RESULTS
E
4.5.1 Computation
C
al Complex
xity of LOM vs NCOM
LOM worrks on a 35
50 x 340 x 39 grid (o
or 4,641,00 0) and takes approximately 5.8
seconds to compute one time-sttep on a Su
urface Book laptop.
NCOM works
w
on a 1120 x 778 x 36 grid (or 31,368
8,960 grid ppoints) and takes
approxima
ately 35 min
nutes per model day on
n 24 Intel C
Cores and a 4 minute ttime-step [2
27].
If NCOM were run on
o our 350 x 340 x 39
3 grid, assuuming linearr scaling, it would take
approxima
ately 20.7 seconds.
s
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Timestep Size vs Execution Time for LOM and NCOM
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Figure 4-4 Time-step Size vs Execution Time for LOM and NCOM for a 1 hour forecast

Therefore, LOM is approximately 20.7/5.8 = 3.6 times faster, even before considering that
the LOM was run on a low power laptop processor, and NCOM is run on likely much faster
desktop class processors.
With a nearly factor of four speed up over NCOM, this would allow LOM to work on a grid
with twice the horizontal resolution of NCOM with the computational resources currently
allocated to NCOM.
Figure 4-4 shows how the execution time of both LOM and NCOM vary with time-step size
for a 1 hour forecast. The smaller the time-step, the more pronounced the difference in
execution time becomes.
Although LOM is already very fast, significant optimizations can be made to further speed it
up. A significant amount of time is wasted copying data to ready it for the neural network. If
the matrix and neural network library were re-written, LOM (and LM3) would be significantly
faster.
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4.5.2 LOM Salinity Forecasting
Table 4-1 Summary of results forecasting salinity for 8 levels of the ocean, where LOM represents the results of
the proposed method. Error is MAE.

Level
0m
10m
30m
60m
125m
350m
800m
2000m

LOM
Salinity
0.013884
0.005487
0.005662
0.005594
0.014748
0.010341
0.011099
0.001599

NCOM
Salinity
0.010804
0.010515
0.010849
0.009166
0.005943
0.004445
0.00461
0.0002

Persistence Salinity

Climate Salinity

0.01169
0.011116
0.010631
0.010892
0.022535
0.015618
0.016777
0.002476

0.14032
0.122367
0.106313
0.096388
0.080334
0.053019
0.034504
0.029792

LOM performed better than NCOM on the first 16 levels of the ocean below the surface, with
an average error for NCOM around 80% higher. In addition to levels 1-16, LOM also
outperformed NCOM on level 33 with a 15% difference in error.
Table 4-2 Table of results for levels where LOM performed better than NCOM, persistence, and climatology.

Level
2 m
4 m
6 m
8 m
10 m
12 m
15 m
20 m
25 m
30 m
35 m
40 m
45 m
50 m
60 m
70 m
1250 m

LOM Error
Salinity
0.005607
0.005843
0.005624
0.005550
0.005487
0.005384
0.005302
0.005215
0.005210
0.005134
0.005097
0.005095
0.005108
0.005226
0.005594
0.006602
0.0009348
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NCOM Error
Salinity
0.010635
0.010575
0.010528
0.010506
0.010515
0.01056
0.010659
0.010856
0.010942
0.010849
0.010614
0.010271
0.009923
0.009637
0.009166
0.008874
0.00100144

LOM Salinity Forecast

Surface (layer 0)
0.03
0.025

LOM dS/dt

0.02
0.015
0.01
0.005

-0.025

0
-0.005
-0.005

0.015

0.035

LOM Forecast (Salinity)

0.035

-0.01
-0.015

36.8
36.7
36.6
36.5
36.4
36.3
36.2
36.1
36
35.9
35.8
35.7
35.6

dS/dt

35.8

36

36.2

36.4 36.6 36.8

Ground Truth (Salinity)

Figure 4-5 LOM salinity forecast at the surface. On the left, a comparison of the forecast change in salinity vs
actual change in salinity. On the right, actual salinity vs forecasted salinity.

4.5.3 LOM Water Temperature Forecasting
Table 4-3 Summary of results forecasting temperature for 8 levels of the ocean, where LOM represents the results
of the proposed method. Error is MAE in Celsius.

Level
0m
10m
30m
60m
125m
350m
800m
2000m

LOM Error
Temperature
0.140178
0.062074
0.050006
0.054653
0.23243
0.103416
0.157645
0.016453

NCOM Error
Temperature
0.134634
0.138412
0.115152
0.08761
0.059692
0.033024
0.041699
0.00205

Persistence Error
Temperature
0.130658
0.063263
0.041969
0.041167
0.233179
0.099292
0.161521
0.024667

Climate Error
Temperature
0.269382
0.297142
0.296411
0.279829
0.378432
0.147696
0.198037
0.050963

LOM outperformed NCOM on levels 2 through 16 (4 meters to 80 meters), with NCOM’s
error from 32% to 134% higher than LOM.
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Table 4-4 Table of results for temperature forecasting for levels where LOM performed better than NCOM. Error is
MAE.

Level
4
6
8
10
12
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
60
70
80

m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m

LOM Error
Temperature
0.100867
0.078911
0.068323
0.062074
0.058972
0.057884
0.055215
0.052542
0.050006
0.051132
0.052422
0.053044
0.053429
0.054653
0.060478
0.040964

NCOM Error
Temperature
0.135179
0.136295
0.13773
0.138412
0.138005
0.135585
0.128569
0.121276
0.115152
0.109383
0.103977
0.099151
0.094972
0.08761
0.080166
0.071781

0.12

0.15

0.1
0.1

0.08

0.05

L0M dT/dt

0.06

-0.1

0.04

0
-0.3

0.02
0
-0.05
0
-0.02

-0.2

-0.1

0

0.1

0.2

-0.05
0.05

0.1

0.15

-0.1
-0.15

-0.04
-0.06

-0.2

-0.08
-0.1

-0.25

dT/dt

-0.3

Figure 4-6 LOM Water temperature forecast. On the left, scatterplot of forecasted change in temperature vs actual
change in temperature at the surface.
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4.5.4 LOM Water Current Forecast
Table 4-5 Summary of results forecasting temperature for 8 levels of the ocean, where LOM represents the results
of the proposed method. Error is MAE in Celsius.

Level
0m
10m
30m
60m
125m
350m
800m
2000m

LOM
Error U
0.106984
0.099336
0.080445
0.07187
0.055384
0.045684
0.036105
0.008534

NCOM
Error U
0.017094
0.016522
0.01203
0.010742
0.008957
0.006257
0.002996
0.00174

Persistence
Error U
0.104862
0.084165
0.07347
0.070892
0.06116
0.046137
0.033173
0.022524

Climate
Error U
0.14032
0.122367
0.106313
0.096388
0.080334
0.053019
0.034504
0.029792

Table 4-6 Summary of results forecasting temperature for 8 levels of the ocean, where LOM represents the results
of the proposed method. Error is MAE in Celsius.

Level
0m
10m
30m
60m
125m
350m
800m
2000m

LOM
Error V
0.104665
0.100995
0.09404
0.095549
0.085993
0.060566
0.031424
0.010783

NCOM
Error V
0.019712
0.017163
0.010977
0.010107
0.008456
0.005893
0.003277
0.001955
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Persistence
Error V
0.098368
0.087528
0.076755
0.073601
0.063806
0.045165
0.033789
0.015529

Climate
Error V
0.127312
0.12321
0.113392
0.104831
0.086946
0.053475
0.037172
0.030997

0.14

0.08

0.12

0.06

0.1

0.04

-0.1

LOM dV/dt

LOM dU/dt

0.08
0.06
0.04

-0.1

0.02
0
-0.05
0
-0.02

0.05

0.1

0
-0.05

0

0.05

0.1

-0.02
-0.04
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-0.06

-0.04
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0.02

-0.08

dV/dt

dU/dt

Figure 4-7 LOM water current forecast. On the left, scatterplot of actual change in surface water current for the u
(east-west) component vs forecasted change. On the right, the same, except for the v (north-south) component.

4.6 PRUNING
Networks were trained for every variable for every level. However, because of the way the
networks are designed, a network for a variable for one level can be used interchangeably
with a network trained for a different level.
When cross-testing networks across levels, it was found that the network for salinity from
level 0 was actually the best performing network for all levels less than or equal to 17.
Although all the networks trained for above level 17 performed better than NCOM, the entire
model performed better when the lower performing networks were swapped out in favor of the
better performing ones that were trained for different levels.
The same was found for levels greater than 17, where the best performing network was from
level 28.

4.7 DISCUSSION
LOM is a much less computationally expensive model compared to NCOM. This will allow
LOM to compute higher resolution grids than NCOM, and with smaller time-steps. Both of
these would improve accuracy over NCOM.
LOM already performs better than NCOM in shallow water with forecasting temperature and
salinity. Forecasting water current has been a significantly bigger challenge. However, even if
water current forecasting cannot be improved, the results show that a hybrid LOM-NCOM
model that focused on each’s strengths could result in a much more accurate model.
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The strong performance of NCOM is very misleading. Our measurement of the accuracy of
NCOM is primarily on the comparison of a 24 hour NCOM forecast to the ground truth
initialization grid for NCOM for the same time the next day. According to Allan Wallcraft
(Navy Research Lab, NCOM), this is not a fair comparison and leads to a measurement of
error that is much lower than the actual forecast error [27]. This is because of the fact that
the ground truth initialization grid is actually based on the 24 hour forecast from the day
before… exactly what we’re trying to find the error in. The initialization values are a weighted
average of the 24 hour forecast from the previous day, buoy data, and satellite data.
Because there are so few subsurface measurements, the 39 layers below the surface are
synthetic profiles based on estimates from surface observations [27]. For these reasons, our
error measurement is biased towards a lower error for NCOM.
The results show that LOM does have forecast skill and can outperform a state-of-the-art
ocean forecast system (NCOM), especially if LOM is further developed or combined with
NCOM.
Additional numerical stability could be achieved by switching from the leapfrog time integration
scheme to a 3rd order Runge-Kutta integration scheme.
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5

CASSE STUDY: ATMOSPHEERIC MODELLING

5.1 INTTRODUCTION
N
This chap
pter describe
es an implem
mentation of a mesoscale meteoroloogical model using the
proposed methodology.

In this instance, we
e have the current values of all vaariables at t=
=0

on a 56xx49x36 grid, and the ground
g
truth values 1 hoour later.

Figure 5-1: Networks N1 through N6 are
a independentt and can be trained separattely. Each netw
work computes the
gical observable
e variable.
time derivative of a differrent meteorolog

A comple
ete forecast system would forecast N1 through N6.
Unlike the 3-hourly ground truth
h data for LOM, 1-hourr later grounnd truth is aavailable.
-2 shows tw
wo applicatio
ons of the network
n
N3. The set of networks caan be applieed
Figure 5recursively to step fo
orward in tim
me any number of timess. Not show
wn is similar networks used
e U, V, C, and S.
to forecast or update
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Variables are the u and v comp
ponents of the wind, tem
mperature, ccloud cover, and the suun’s
altitude angle.
a

Figure 5-2
2 Temperature forecasting reccurrent network unfolded thouggh time with time step Δt eqqual to 30 minnutes.
U and V are
a the east-w
west and north-south components of the wi nd speed, resppectively. T is the temperaturre, C
is the cloud cover, and S is the sun’ss altitude above
e the horizon. Outputs of thee network do nnot directly re-enter
gh a pre-proce
essing stage, w
which complicattes backpropaggation training.
as inputs. Instead, they must go throug

5.2 LM
M3: LEARNED MESOSCA
ALE METEOR
ROLOGICAL MODEL

Figure 5-3
3: NCEP Grid 252, a 301x225x37 grid of observations w
with approximattely 20km horizzontal resolution.
Only the 56x49
5
grid ove
er the southeasstern US is use
ed. This repressents a roughlyy homogenous region with similar
elevation and no ocean

This is the main verrsion of the weather mo
odel and thee only versioon that has been
implemented.
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5.2.1 The
T grid and
d the forecasst
The input data to fo
orecast wind is the wind
d speed in tthe east-wesst (U) andd north-south
ections, geop
potential heig
ght, and latitude at 274
44 locations across the southeasternn
(V) dire
United Sttates. The input data to
o forecast te
emperature iss temperaturre, wind, clooud cover, aand
solar ang
gle. These observations
o
are on a 56x49
5
grid aas shown inn fig. 5-3.
The goal of the fore
ecast is to determine
d
the
e future statte of the grridded variabbles 1 hour in
the future
e. To accom
mplish this, a 6-minute forecast is generated foor every point on the ggrid.
This 6-m
minute foreca
ast can be further
f
exten
nded by usinng it as the input to the forecast
system again
a
to time
e step furthe
er and furthe
er into the ffuture. This is done 10 times to
generate a forecast 1 hour in th
he future.

5.2.2 In
nputs and outputs
The recurrent networks to foreca
ast U, V, an
nd T each rrequire 5 inputs and geenerate 1 ouutput.
This is possible
p
beca
ause of our pre-processsing stage w
where we coompute the spatial derivaatives
at the po
oint we wish
h to forecastt.
Alternatelyy, instead of
o computing the partial derivatives ffor use as inputs to thee network, w
we
could train an autoen
ncoder netwo
ork. This co
ould take thee 6 nearest neighbor grrid points ass
inputs an
nd use unsupervised learning to learn a lower dimensional representatioon.
If we insstead input every
e
temperrature value in the 1-reegion, every U and V ccomponent oof
wind, the
en this would
d be 12 mo
ore inputs – a total of 17 inputs too the networrk. Because
training slows
s
and th
he network becomes
b
less able to caapture the ddesired functtion with
increased dimensionality, this is undesirable.

5.3 HL
LM3: HURRIICANE LEAR
RNED MESOS
SCALE MET EOROLOGIC
CAL MODEL

This varia
ation has no
ot been implemented yet, but resultts from simpply changing the region to
that of th
he Gulf of Mexico.
M
Thiss region wass carefully selected becaause it’s thee largest
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rectangular subgrid of the NCEP Grid 252. This grid would be nested inside a larger grid.
Ideally, this would cover all the water of the Gulf of Mexico and LM3 would handle the land
regions.
This model would need to take into account different input variables from LM3, like sea
surface temperature and have a smaller time step to accurately handle the higher winds.

5.4 ENSEMBLE FORECASTING
The initial state of the atmosphere is not perfectly known.
forecast.

This introduces uncertainty into the

In meteorology, the conventional approach to handle this is to perturb the input

data in various ways and rerun the model.

If the resulting forecast is similar to the forecast

before, then we can be confident in the result.

If the resulting forecast is significantly

different, then we know the forecast is very sensitive to input errors and we should not be
as confident in the resulting forecast.
For a neural network implementation of a dynamical meteorological model, we can accomplish
this in an additional way.

Not only can we perturb the input data to determine the sensitivity

to errors in the input, but we can also train multiple neural networks with different
architectures and weights.

In this way we can determine the sensitivity to slight variations in

model architecture.
The results of all the forecasts can be averaged to produce a more accurate final forecast.

5.5 IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The proposed method was implemented in Python and C++. All neural network code was
written by the author specifically for this task. The experiment was run on a laptop with a
1.6GHz Intel Core 2 Duo U7600 processor and 4GB RAM. Training time was limited to 1
day, but could be allowed to run longer for reduced error. Because wind speed, temperature,
relative humidity, specific humidity was forecast on 37 levels of the atmosphere, plus
geopotential height at the surface, this required training 186 different networks.

5.6 DATA
The network was trained using the hourly input data sets to the Rapid Refresh (RAP) model
for every third day in January 2014 beginning with the 3rd (3, 6, 9, 12…), and validated
against every third day that same month beginning with the 1st (1, 4, 7, 10…).
The RAP model is run hourly out to 18 hours on a 301x225 Lambert conformal projected
grid with a 20km horizontal resolution and 37 vertical levels with pressure coordinates from
1000mb to 100mb. Data includes temperature, wind speed/direction, geopotential height,
relative humidity, and vertical velocity for every level. This data can be downloaded from
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either the
e NCEP or NCDC ftp server
s
[33, 35], or capptured via N
NOAAPORT ssatellite
broadcastt.

Figure 5-4
4: My 10’ NOA
AAPORT dish. Due to large download sizess, going forwarrd input data w
will be capturedd from
the NOAAP
PORT satellite broadcast netw
work.

Because the same le
earned netwo
ork is applie
ed to every grid point oon a given pressure surrface
to create a forecast, and interacction with land/water at the surfacee therefore nneeds to be
taken into
o account, this
t
effect iss reduced byy selecting a 56x49 sub-grid that covers the
southeasttern US and
d no ocean. This is a roughly
r
hom ogenous reggion. This iss only necesssary
at the lo
ower levels of
o the atmossphere that are most inffluenced by interaction w
with land. T
This
region off the atmosp
phere is kno
own as the planetary booundary layerr.
Training and validatio
on data was generated by computinng input dataa for every grid point aand
generating
g target valu
ues for a 1 hour foreca
ast by using the input ffiles for the RAP model
initialized 1 hour late
er.

5.7 RESULTS
E
5.7.1 Computation
C
al Complex
xity of LM3 vs
v RAP
LM3 works on a 30
01 x 225 x 37 grid (o
or 2,505,825
5) and takees approximaately 6.5
seconds to compute one time-sttep on a Su
urface Book laptop.
RAP (13
3km) works on a 451 x 337 x 37
7 grid (or 5,623,519 ggrid points) and takes
approxima
ately 16 min
nutes on 320 Intel Core
es [36].
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HRRR (3km) takes approximately 41 minutes on 1120 Intel Cores.
This computation is done on a 208 teraflop supercomputer at WCOSS with 10,048 processing
core. This means RAP uses 3.18% of WCOSS and HRRR takes approximately 11.15%. These
allocations correspond to 6.6 teraflops and 23.2 teraflops, respectively.
This means a run of the RAP model consists of 9,408 trillion floating point operations, and
HRRR consists of 84,378 trillion floating point operations. On the LM3 grid, the RAP model
would need approximately 4,192 trillion floating point operations.
If LM3 is running on an estimated 100 gigaflop machine for 6.5 seconds, it takes
approximately 650 billion floating point operations per time-step. To forecast out to 18 hours
with a 4-minute time-step, it would take an estimated 175.5 trillion floating point operations.

Timestep Size vs Execution Time for LM3 and RAP
20000

Executinon Time (Seconds)

18000
16000
14000
12000
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Figure 5-5 Time-step Size vs Execution Time for LM3 and RAP for a 1 hour forecast

Figure 5-5 shows how the execution time of both LM3 and RAP vary with time-step size for
a 1 hour forecast. The smaller the time-step, the more pronounced the difference in execution
time becomes. For time-steps under 5 minutes, the effect is magnified significantly because
halving the time-step results in double the number of iterations required to create the same 1
hour forecast.
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Under these assumptions, LM3 would be approximately 16 times faster than RAP.
With a significant speedup over RAP and HRRR available, this would allow LM3 to work on
a much higher resolution grid and still require fewer computational resources. The higher
resolution grid would allow LM3 to resolve smaller features, which would help offset any
potential reductions in accuracy.

5.7.2 LM3 Wind Forecasting Results
Table 5-1 Summary of results forecasting U for 10 levels of the atmosphere, where LM3 represents the results of
the proposed method. Error is MAE in m/s (meters per second).

Level
1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100

LM3 U
0.4514
1.0420
0.9070
1.0209
1.1019
1.0215
1.1763
1.4445
1.4522
0.7468

RAP U
0.4368
1.0441
0.9642
0.7399
0.7201
0.5598
0.7498
1.0059
1.4724
0.5429

Persistence U
0.8707
1.8615
1.5217
1.7444
1.5368
1.1289
1.6150
2.4442
1.6286
1.3671

Climate U
2.2352
2.4850
3.7477
5.2456
6.7507
7.6454
7.8614
9.2635
6.4824
3.9258

LM3 was more accurate than RAP at forecasting the u-component of wind speed (eastwest) on the 900 mb, 800 mb, 825mb, 200 mb, 175mb, 150mb, and 125 mb levels.

Table 5-2 Layers where LM3 is more accurate than RAP at forecasting the u-component of the wind

Level
900
825
800
200
175
150
125

LM3 U
Error
1.0420
0.9754
0.9070
1.4522
1.1297
0.8886
0.8044
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RAP U
Error
1.0441
1.0144
0.9642
1.4724
1.3357
1.2160
0.8527

Table 5-3 Summary of results forecasting V for 10 levels of the atmosphere, where LM3 represents the results of
the proposed method. Error is MAE in m/s (meters per second).

Level
1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100

LM3 V
0.5807
1.0868
1.0764
1.0714
1.2007
1.1961
1.4151
2.4708
1.6046
1.0091

RAP V
0.7011
0.8296
0.9353
0.7266
0.5436
0.8981
0.9954
1.2572
1.0807
0.6839

Persistence V
1.2171
2.0038
1.7772
2.3987
2.0687
2.3799
1.6528
2.7266
2.7472
1.6632

Climate V
3.4181
10.5488
9.7302
8.2690
6.8842
6.2477
6.7325
7.9448
5.1649
3.7913

LM3 was more accurate than RAP at forecasting the v-component of wind speed (northsouth) at the surface (1000 mb).
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Figure 5-6: Scatterplot for U Forecast on 1000mb Level
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Figure 5-7: Scatterplot for U Forecast on 500mb Level
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Figure 5-8: Scatterplot for U Forecast on 100mb Level
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5.7.3 LM3 Temperature Results
Table 5-4 Summary of results forecasting temperature for 10 levels of the atmosphere, where LM3 represents the
results of the proposed method. Error is MAE in Celsius.

Level
1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100

LM3 Temp
Error
0.9631
0.4248
0.3941
0.3080
0.2612
0.2820
0.3134
0.3896
0.7865
0.3101

RAP Temp
Error
0.6820
0.2486
0.2285
0.2545
0.1825
0.2429
0.2445
0.2641
0.3393
0.3718

Persistence Temp
Error
1.7676
0.6389
0.5309
0.5322
0.3302
0.4123
0.4932
0.6745
0.8251
0.5015

Climate Temp
Error
6.4362
8.0903
6.8417
4.9478
2.5596
1.1399
1.2228
1.4285
2.2704
3.9936

As can be seen in Table 5-5, LM3 was more accurate than RAP at forecasting the
temperature on the top 3 levels of the atmosphere (100mb, 125mb, and 150mb), and
competitive elsewhere. LM3 consistently beats the persistence and climatology models.

Table 5-5 Layers where LM3 is more accurate than RAP for forecasting temperature

Level
150
125
100

LM3 Temp
Error
0.27545
0.26573
0.31015
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RAP Temp
Error
0.37862
0.28615
0.37188

5.7.4 LM3 Relative Humidity Results
Table 5-6 Summary of results for forecasting relative humidity for levels that are multiples of 100

Level
1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100

LM3 RH
Error
3.43831
4.748244
4.535183
5.289009
5.310895
6.171344
7.335474
6.120434
1.910719
0.197648

RAP RH
Error
4.244534
5.136297
2.720845
3.96793
3.281706
4.654155
3.704082
4.541181
0.764213
0.206997

Persistence RH
Error
7.754373
6.485058
7.117711
8.984694
8.729956
12.73105
14.27697
11.84767
2.873907
0.3207

Climate RH
Error
13.60183
26.52671
28.12656
27.59054
28.20039
24.61318
19.19148
14.89603
5.688638
2.083975

LM3 was more accurate than RAP for forecasting relative humidity on the first 5 layers
closest to the ground (1000mb – 900mb), plus the 100mb level at the top of the
atmosphere. In addition, LM3 consistently beat the persistence and climatology models.

Table 5-7 Layers where LM3 is more accurate than RAP for forecasting relative humidity

Level
1000
975
950
925
900
100

LM3 RH Error
3.43830
3.35697
3.47262
4.24169
4.90451
0.19764
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RAP RH Error
4.2445
3.83928
3.83928
4.90451
5.13629
0.20699

5.7.5 LM3 Specific Humidity Results
Table 5-8 Summary of results for forecasting specific humidity for levels that are multiples of 100

Level
1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100

LM3 U
0.00022
0.000399
0.000296
0.000268
0.000167
0.000104
5.38E-05
1.34E-05
3.10E-06
1.66E-07

RAP U
0.00038
0.000472
0.000177
0.000188
9.43E-05
6.92E-05
2.26E-05
7.44E-06
1.32E-06
2.03E-07

Persistence U
0.000464
0.000543
0.000472
0.000436
0.000277
0.000204
9.66E-05
2.32E-05
4.20E-06
2.53E-07

Climate U
0.001622
0.001612
0.00156
0.001173
0.000873
0.000413
0.000134
3.34E-05
8.84E-06
8.03E-07

LM3 was more accurate than RAP on the first 6 layers nearest to the ground for forecasting
specific humidity (1000mb through 875mb), plus the 100mb level at the top of the
atmosphere.
Table 5-9 Layers where LM3 is more accurate than RAP for forecasting specific humidity

Level
1000
975
950
925
900
875
100

LM3 SH Error
0.00022022
0.00025526
0.00039793
0.00036531
0.00039891
0.00040037
1.6635e-07

RAP SH Error
0.0003803
0.0003979
0.0005065
0.0005084
0.0004716
0.0004017
2.0277e-07

5.8 PRUNING
Networks were trained for every variable for every level. However, because of the way the
networks are designed, a network for a variable for one level can be used interchangeably
with a network trained for a different level.
When cross-testing networks across levels, it was found that some networks outperformed all
others from other layers, even though they were only trained on data from their own layer.
For instance, for forecasting relative humidity, the best network for the top 12 layers of the
atmosphere was the network trained only with data from the top 1 layer. The middle portion
of the atmosphere was best forecast by a network that was trained on data only from layer
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Table 5-10 Table of variables and layers, and the network that best forecasts that variable.

Pressure
100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300
325
350
375
400
425
450
475
500
525
550
575
600
625
650
675
700
725
750
775
800
825
850
875
900
925
950
975
1000

Layer #
36
35
34
33
32
31
30
29
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

T best
36
35
34
33
32
31
30
30
30
27
26
25
24
24
22
20
18
18
18
17
17
13
13
13
12
10
10
10
10
18
18
10
18
18
18
23
18

U best
36
35
34
33
32
12
30
29
28
27
26
25
0
0
21
21
20
19
18
17
16
14
14
13
12
10
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
0
1
0
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V best
36
35
34
33
30
31
24
17
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
17
15
14
14
12
11
10
9
8
6
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

RH best
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
2
36
36
21
21
21
21
21
21
36
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
36
36
2
2
2
36
36
2
7
7

SH best
32
32
32
33
32
32
26
26
26
26
26
26
24
23
22
22
21
21
21
12
15
13
13
12
12
11
11
21
21
21
26
3
18
11
11
18
11

21, at 450mb… very near the center of mass of the atmosphere. The lower portion was best
forecast by networks from layer 2 and layer 7, as can be seen in Table 5-10.
Similar patterns were found in networks trained for other variables.

5.9 TRAINING ERROR VS EPOCH

Training Error vs Epoch
0.1945
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0.193
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-100000

100000
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700000

900000

1100000
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Figure 5-9 Training error vs epoch.

Figure 5-9 shows training error versus epoch for the first 1,024,000 iterations of training for
the 1000 mb level u-component forecasting network for 1 hour.

5.10 DISCUSSION
The RAP model is an operational model run hourly by NCEP, and represents typical results
by a sophisticated primitive equation model.
Similarly as discussed before in Section 4.7 about the NCOM model, the strong performance
of RAP is equally misleading. Our measurement of the accuracy of RAP is primarily on the
comparison of a 1-hour RAP forecast to the ground truth initialization grid for RAP for the
same time 1 hour later. As was the case with NCOM, the ground truth initialization grid is
actually a weighted average of the 1-hour forecast from 1 hour ago plus any new
observations. Most weather measurements are ground-based, and even satellite based
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observations don’t provide a 3D insight into the atmosphere. The only data available for above
ground level is radiosonde data on weather balloons, and those are only released twice daily
at 0 GMT and 12 GMT. For these reasons, there is little to weight the previous 1-hour
forecast away from itself. Therefore, this measure of error is likely biased towards lower
measures of error for the RAP model.
The implementation of the proposed method only forecasts horizontal wind speed, temperature,
relative humidity, and specific humidity. Vertical wind speed and geopotential height are
calculated for each level using diagnostic equations. A complete model would forecast all
model variables. Many other important components are not yet implemented and are assumed
to remain static during the forecast, but are necessary for more accurate, competitive results.
Despite these limitations, Figures 5-5, 5-6, and 5-7 show that the learned behavior closely
mirrors the desired behavior.
Figure 5-5 is a scatterplot comparing the actual to the forecasted one-hour change in wind
speed for both the proposed method and the RAP model for the 1000mb level. The 1000mb
level closely follows the surface at ground level. The proposed method outperforms the RAP
model on the 125mb - 200mb, 800 - 825mb, and 900mb levels, as can be seen in Table
5-2 and the 1000mb level as can be seen in Table 5-3. LM3 also outperforms the RAP
model in forecasting temperature in the top 3 layers of the atmosphere, as can be seen in
Table 5-5, in forecasting relative humidity in 6 layers, as can be seen in Table 5-7, and in
forecasting specific humidity, as can be seen in Table 5-9.
Figure 5-6 is the same as Figure 5-5, except for the 500mb level. This level is shown
because it represents the approximate center of mass of the atmosphere. It performs slightly
worse than the RAP model in terms of MAE, but the scatterplot shows it more closely follows
the line Y=X.
Figure 5-7 is the same as Figure 5-6, except for the 100mb level. This level represents the
top of the atmosphere.
In the planetary boundary layer at the surface, learned networks should only be shared with
regions with similar surface characteristics, like albedo, elevation, and land use type. Because
of the homogenous nature of the boundary layer over water, this approach could be
particularly well-suited to forecasting over oceans and could be applied to forecasting tropical
systems like hurricanes and typhoons out at sea. However, special consideration would have
to be made for landfalling systems and an appropriate time step would have to be chosen
that satisfies the CFL condition.
Additional numerical stability could be achieved by switching from the leapfrog time integration
scheme to a 3rd order Runge-Kutta integration scheme, which is used by the RAP model
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[30]. The time step, 6 minutes in our implementation, could also be brought down to 1
minute to match the RAP model.
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6

RESULTS OF PARALLELIZATION

6.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, we look at the speedup achieve when parallelizing the code. Parallelism is
introduced using OpenMP. The system could be further parallelized using MPI to spread
computation across machines.

6.2 RESULTS

Serial vs Parallel Execution for 1-hour Forecast
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Parallelizing the implementation of LM3 resulted in an average speed up of approximately 33%
over the serial implementation. Running time could be significantly reduced with further
parallelization.
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Execution times increase significantly with smaller time-step. Reducing the time-step by half
results in twice as many iterations required to create a forecast of the same length.
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7

CONCLUSION

7.1 SUMMARY
The proposed RNN-based forecast model can be used to create a fully learned ocean or
weather model. In order to do this, further work must be done to forecast all variables, for
all regions and land types.

Special networks need to be trained to forecast over oceans, in

the mountains, in forested regions, and over cities, although these specialized networks are
only required for the lower levels of the atmosphere or the ocean.
Both LOM and LM3 showed forecasting skill by outperforming both the persistence and
climatology models.
Even with the limited implementation, the implementation of the proposed approach
outperformed the RAP model at forecasting wind speed in the north-south direction on the
1000mb level – the level nearest the ground, the 125 mb, 150 mb, 175 mb, 200 mb, 800
mb, and 825 mb levels for wind speed in the east-west direction, temperature at the 100
mb, 125 mb, and 150 mb levels, specific humidity on the first 6 layers above ground level
(1000 mb – 875 mb) and the 100 mb level, relative humidity on the first 5 layers above
ground level (1000 mb – 900 mb) and the 100 mb level, and performed competitively
elsewhere.
Even more encouragingly, LOM outperformed NCOM in salinity forecasting for layers 1 through
16 and temperature forecasting for layers 2 through 16, showing significant skill in forecasting
temperature and salinity in shallow water.
In addition to these good forecasting results, the LOM model produced a forecast 3.6 times
faster than NCOM, and the LM3 model produced a forecast 24 times faster than RAP. These
efficiencies can be used to increase the resolution and time-step the model uses to further
increase accuracy while still requiring the same or fewer computational resources as RAP and
NCOM.
For improved weather forecasting, networks also need to be designed to forecast phase
change and latent heat. The remaining work there mainly involves selecting the appropriate
inputs to consider. With this, we would have a full forecast system.

7.2 BENEFITS OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH
The proposed method provides numerous advantages over prior neural network approaches.
First, learning is resolution independent.

It is independent of both the resolution of the input

data and the resolution it is trained at.

This is achieved by utilizing finite differences as

inputs and the time derivative output.
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Second, learning is model independent. No forecast model data is used in the forecast
process. Input data is the analysis data and can be replaced by any objective analysis routine
to produce gridded input data.

This flexibility means that we can make changes without

retraining the network.
Third, the method is more efficient.

Here, we are effectively replacing a complicated set of

non-linear partial differential equations with a neural network, which are commonly used as
universal function approximators. As we have discussed in previous sections, NCOM is 3.6
times more computationally expensive as LOM, and RAP is nearly 24 times more
computationally expensive as LM3.
Forth, the proposed approach works for an entire region instead of only a single location.
There have been many proposals for weather forecasting neural networks that only look at the
time series data for a single location, but completely ignore the vital spatial component. For
this reason, prior approaches are incapable of forecasting the movement of cyclones and
frontal boundaries.
Fifth, the method can learn from its mistakes and improve without human intervention.
Parameterization schemes are approximating equations used to estimate complicated processes
and sub-grid scale phenomena, like 3km diameter fair weather cumulus clouds on a 10-20km
grid.

The proposed approach seeks to learn the governing equations instead of employing

human-created estimations.
Finally, the proposed approach is applicable to learning to forecast many things more than just
the ocean and weather.

Differentiation-Integration Time Step networks should be applicable to

many more time series prediction problems.
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8

FURTHER STUDY

Although the LOM ocean model is already more efficient than the Navy NCOM model, the
efficiency of the LOM can still be improved significantly. One of the largest computations in
LOM is copying data from a row-column format to a linear one… and back. This overhead
of unnecessarily moving millions of values every time-step could be eliminated by re-writing
the neural network library to directly accept the input as-is.
The initial work on the LM3 meteorological model only seeks to forecast a limited subset of
variables. However, for best results we must consider the evolution of all relevant variables.
As currently implemented, our model assumes the other variables are static.
largest contributor to the error.

This is the

Further work would be directed towards forecasting these

other important variables.
Training LM3 using HRRR 3km data would be extremely helpful because this model provides
intermediate output every 15 minutes, instead of the 1-hour RAP data used currently.
Unfortunately, only the 1-hour HRRR data is publicly available at this time.
Finally, further experiments with parallelization could be performed to further speedup training
and forecast times.

Although the current implementation runs well on a laptop computer,

creating forecasts for larger regions would greatly benefit from spreading computations across
multiple machines.
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